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ABSTRACT: Nowadays Green energy or energy efficiency has
become one of the key concerns of the people. In this era Smart
Grid with Internet of Things has took a vital role. Here
distributed system with Smart Grid principle is being discussed.
Unlike traditional Grid, Smart Grid are bidirectional in nature.
One of the important component of Smart Grid is Smart Meter.
In this paper we will focus on the vast data handled by Smart
Meter using Big Data. The paper will focus on efficient energy
management and how tactical decision making is done by Big
Data to improve the overall Smart Grid performance. Data is
collected through sensors especially wireless sensors are used. A
vast amount of data is collected, analyzed, and processed to
retrieve information. This will increase the business prospects
and will be cost effective in future. Issues like instability,
blackouts, etc will be under controlled. In traditional process of
meter reading collecting usage and generating bill is the vital
issue done by manually visiting the individual location which is
now automated. Smart Meter works with real time data. It will be
shown how Big Data will improve customer relation as well as
improves social welfare. Thus proper techniques of data mining
is used to retrieve data but with high data security. Mesmerising
of various current technology is done here to get ultimate
information about energy consumption and also to maintain a
balance among customers and utilities.
KEYWORDS: Smart Grid, Smart Meter, Internet of Things
(IoT), Big Data, Green Energy, Energy consumption, Wireless
Sensor Network (WSN), Wireless Sensor, Business Intelligence

I.

INTRODUCTION

In traditional system every house in each apartment are
having meter which can be digital or analogue, connected
with individual appliances. An electricity board official,
physically visit individual houses to check the meter reading
each month and generates a manual bill for each month. But
Smart meter smarten the entire system. IoT is one of the
new technologies that make a Smart Meter as well as Smart
grid smarter. IoT is a connection between internet and actual
things. Here IoT connected to Smart grid infrastructure thus
collecting a huge volume of data from simple home
appliances of individual houses in a locality or city or may
be across the border. As large data needed to handle, so Big
data is introduced [1]. Big data has seven v's namely
Volume, Velocity, Variety, Variability, Veracity, Visualizati
on, and Value. As a large real time data is collected each
time from customer using Smart meter, are need to process
efficiently. Unless proper processing done, exact
informations cannot be extracted from them. The demands
of electricity supply energy balanced using Smart grid and
renewable energy.
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Renewable energy are like energy produced from wind,
solar, biomass, water can also called green energy, meaning
they're naturally replenished. A massive positive change is
thus observed. A large centralised electricity generator is
distributed to various small generators which are selfindependent. These small generators can be made of
renewables energies. Here the concept of distributed system
is actually refer to the various utilities and power generation
stations used to distribute power. This is a complex process
done Big Data. And distributed generations refers to
different power manufacturing source. The motive behind is
to create enough power storage in the grid to make it more
efficient. In traditional Grid electricity flow in one track
from utility to customer. But in smart Grid energy flows in
two ways or bidirectional track. Generally data are collected
from Smart Meter with the help of sensors which are in
general nowadays wireless in nature. Only collection of data
is not enough, also data analysis is a vital part which is done
by Big Data. Proper classification of Big Data is discussed
here. Data analytics normally finds some meaningful
informations from raw data. Big Data helps in structuring
the vast amount of raw data in the system. Thus most of the
utility inclined to the big data analytics as it improving their
business and also provides security. Customers also shown
interested in this new Smarter module of Smart meter with
Big Data and IoT support, as their bill get reduced and can
track their consumption at regular intervals in a secured
manner. It has been seen instability and blackout gets reduce
by this process.
II.

RELATED WORK

Today consumption of energy is one of the basic concern
and it gets complimented with IoT and Big Data. This is
being designed, implemented and tested using an embedded
system with Arduino and it takes renewable energy as
source. Day by day increase in energy demands also
increases energy cost and energy management becomes very
important. A smart meter can serve this purposes with the
help of Internet of Things (IoT) and Big Data in the
commercial, industrial and as well as residential sector.
Business intelligence is also can be blended with Smart
Meter and utility company applications [2]. Smart Grid has
many Big Data applications in different fields like Smart
building, electric vehicles, data hub of utilities, etc., among
which we will discuss about Smart Meter in this paper.
Micro grid is also used to increase productivity and
electricity consumption for enhancement of the overall
efficiency. Smart Grids are one of the most prominent future
technologies. Its Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI)
creates a hub for Smart Grid components, and contains
smart meters and sensors, among
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which most of them are Wireless Sensors, to collect data.
These data are collected and analysed through Big Data.
Later these data are stored in cloud [3]. Big Data has its own
vibrant features which can very efficiently and effectively
handle large data volume [4]. Big data works with real time
data and can be sense, process and represent data
graphically with proper visibility. A demo environment was
created and tested where electricity consumption of each
house can be seen individually for each appliances in a
building [5]. In this paper we will see how big data can be
used in collecting data from smart meter, process and store
the data. And also how we can analysis and get valuable
results using this concept.
III.

METHODOLOGY

The paper is capable of analysis and formatting the high
volume of data collected in Smart meter. The smart grid
collects a large amount of data from variant sources and
stores it. Origin of the Big data in grids are utility data hub
and secondary data centres [6]. Utility data hub includes
PMU, SCADA, AMI, Smart meter etc. Secondary data
centres which actually takes decision includes data derived
from real life like GPS, sensor, database, digital documents
etc. After collection data from various sources, in various
forms acquisition is done, where parsing and validation of
data is done to retrieve a quality information. Python and
Java both can be used for this purpose. Storing data is the
next step where data stored as per Big Data storage pattern.
Data Processing and analytical stage is the heart of a big
data system. Big data with no analysis has no value. Then
data are analysed and processed, which require real time
data processing. This can be done by IoT with the help of
python. Finally the data stored used to take appropriate
decision. The main importance of Big Data is to retrieve
essential information from raw data and also reduce the
complexity of data hiding.
Managing smart grids to generate power in smart way
includes IoT to get accurate, consistent and reliable
information from extremely large data pool for decision
making shown in Fig 1. Thus makes the system reliable,
efficient, fault tolerance and flexible. Analytics can be
descriptive, diagnostic, predictive, and prescriptive models.
These can be implemented in smart grid to satisfy customer
by enhancing market based customer service.

can be reduced. It reduces the manual effort as well as give
exact consumption by a user. Thus over billing is decreased.
Customers and the utilities both are therefore very much
positively affected by implementation of Smart Meter [7].
B. Big data in smart grid
Smart Grid deals with large amount of data having different
types of structured or ordered, unstructured or standard and
semi structured or unorganised forms that needs proper
processing in effective and essential manner to derived
tactical decisions [8]. A distributed flow has three levels:
primary, secondary, and tertiary. Primary level concern with
reliability in case of failure. Secondary modifies power
quality while ternary replaces secondary to balance power
and demands.[] It mines data with latest technologies to
make high quality, reliable and interoperable smart grid
operation. This can be achieved by big data. Big data
depends on data mining, analysis and storage. Big data have
9V features for five different functions in Smart grid [9].
Shown in Fig 2.
For collecting data:
 Veracity : It is the quality of the data and also data
cleanup from pool of raw data collected at every time
interval in proper efficient way
 Variety : Different types and structures of data collected
by different sensors at one place
For processing data:
 Volume – Large amount of data after every interval
generally after every 15min

Velocity – Faster created and generated data as per
response
For integrity data
 Validity : Authenticated, correct data to take proper
decision
 Variability : With velocity consistency of the data get
reduced during intervals
 Volatility : Data restore is one of the greatest factors
For visualization of data
 Visualization : Proper graphical representation of data
Use of data
 Value – Here actual information is being extracted from
the data

Fig 2. V's of Big Data

Fig 1. Relation of Smart meter with big data and cloud
A. Smart Meter
It is one of the key components of Smart Grid, which is use
to track the electricity consumptions within a house. Manual
collection of meter data reading, approx estimation of
consumption on monthly basis and generating bill are not
required as everything is automated. Consumption on daily
basis and of each appliances can be monitored and thus bill
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C. Internet Of Things (IoT)
IoT is a connection of various real life things to the internet.
This technology have various domains like health
monitoring, industrial systems, transport system, military
systems, Electrical systems and many others. Day by day no
of connected devices in Smart grid increases and thus a
massive control is needed to connect them in internet and
not only analysis but also managing them. For this we need
IoT. And IoT needed high secure network in Smart grid
infrastructure [10].
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One of the complex process is to monitor, control and
electric facility management which can be efficiently done
by IoT. Smart grid contains large volume of data with
different format and stored in different storage. As amount
of data increases thus effectiveness of it also increases. Now
these data collected through sensors, transmitted through
proper secure connectivity. They are stored and processed in
cloud with additional actions. All these work is done by IoT
mechanism.
D. Proposed Process
Smart meter along with Big data can be used in Smart grid
to improve its performance.
Here we will use IoT analysis of Big Data instead of cloud
as we can then work with distributed data. Online dealing
with the Big Data is the biggest challenge for electric energy
sector. Response time of this analysis is high. Here given
step by step processing of the entire system. Shown in Fig 3.
IoT generates data, Big data processed data, cloud stores
data.
 Data generated after every 15 min interval rate using
IoT
 Data is collected from Smart Meter or wireless sensors
in the grid
 Data transmitted through secured channel
 Automated consumption data reading send to utility at
every interval
 Unstructured, structured, semi structured data analysed





That is individual appliances electricity consumption or
day wise consumption report can be generated
Thus enhances business model with customer
satisfaction
IV.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

In this paper we have analysis how big data have improved
the performance of Smart Meters. Since IoT implemented
Smart meter produced large amount of real time data. And
as they can be of any form so big data smoothen its
Performance.

Big data can handle large amount of data with accuracy,
proper efficiency and maintains its integrity. And due to
proper management of data easily reports of electricity
consumption reading and cost of each appliances of each
house or building can be generated. . As Smart grid are
bidirectional are in nature so energy wastage is reduced and
also reports can be generated from both utility and customer
ends.
V.

CONCLUSION

In upcoming days Smart Meter will be one of the high
priority research area. In this paper it is discussed that how
wan secure the data in Smart Meter in Smart Grid through
big data. One of the main challenges is to gather data,
achieved by Big Data. BD create best tactical decisions.
And a way to securely communicate and preserved the data.
Another challenge is related to security in cyber space and
privacy of the sensitive data. The proposed technique shown
here is really a good approach to build a balanced
communication with customers and utility companies. Thus
we can use Smart meter with advancement.
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